Hello.

Statusing it.

Subject: From Rusty

Received From: Rusty

Received Date: Please Message the Klaus access

This is my initial attempt to contact you via ARPA. I have just gotten access to this system in order to coordinate the interface between IKI and the US.

Please confirm receipt of this message to indicate I am addressing you correctly. Thanks

Rusty Schweickart

&

Message 2:

From @STAR.STANFORD.EDU:320JENNY@ECD1.SPAN Thu Feb 19 02:33:04 1987

Received: from STAR.STANFORD.EDU by SCDSW1.UCAR.EDU (2.0/4.7) id AA23957; Thu, 19 Feb 87 02:32:39 mst

Received: from ECD1 by STAR.STANFORD.EDU via MAIL-11 with DECnet; Thu, 19 Feb 87 01:31:02-PST

From: 320JENNY%ECD1.SPAN@STAR.STANFORD.EDU

Subject: RE: [DECnet message]

To: rusty@SCDSW1.UCAR.EDU

Status: R

Hello Rusty,

I just did a reply and it worked - or did it?

The address for Klaus looks ok to me, but you can confirm it be sending mail to me with username KA instead of ESC1002. I will reply when I get it.
Jenny

& d
&
subject

mail
Mail version 2.18 5/19/83. Type ? for help.
"/usr/spool/mail/rusty": 2 messages 2 new

> N 1 MAILER-DAEMON Wed Feb 18 21:25 32/1081 "Returned mail: User unknown"
N 2 320JENNY%ECD1.SPAN@STAR.STANFORD.EDU Thu Feb 19 02:33 20/631 "RE: [DECNET message]

***** SECOND SESSION.....17:57:36 2/19/1987 *****

scdsw1% mail
Mail version 2.18 5/19/83. Type ? for help.
"/usr/spool/mail/rusty": 4 messages 4 new

> N 1 rusty Thu Feb 19 07:09 40/1408 "Rejected message to K. Blank"
N 2 choy@scdpyr Thu Feb 19 09:46 19/664 "Dataflow Stops"
N 3 320JENNY%ECD1.SPAN@STAR.STANFORD.EDU Thu Feb 19 10:32 22/747 "RE: [DECNET message]
N 4 320JENNY%ECD1.SPAN@STAR.STANFORD.EDU Thu Feb 19 10:33 29/1022 "demo"

&
Message 1:
From MAILER-DAEMON Wed Feb 18 21:25:10 1987
Received: by SCDSW1.UCAR.EDU (2.0/4.7) id AA23681; Wed, 18 Feb 87 21:24:31 mst
Date: Wed, 18 Feb 87 20:26:57 mst
From: Mail Delivery Subsystem <MAILER-DAEMON>
Subject: Returned mail: User unknown
To: rusty
Status: R

----- Transcript of session follows -----

>>> RCPT To: <esc1002%daesa10@star.stanford.edu>
<< 550 Unable to resolve address because: Unknown host named
550 esc1002%daesa10@star.stanford.edu... User unknown

----- Unsent message follows -----
Received: by SCDSW1.UCAR.EDU (2.0/4.7) id AA23565; Wed, 18 Feb 87 20:26:57 mst
Date: Wed, 18 Feb 87 20:26:57 mst
From: Rusty Schweickert <rusty>
Message-Id: <8702190326.AA23565@SCDSW1.UCAR.EDU>
To: esc1002%daesa10@star.stanford.edu
Subject: first contact
Cc: rusty

Klaus: 22:15:56 2/18/1987

This is my initial attempt to contact you via ARPA. I have just gotten access to this system in order to coordinate the interface between IKI and the US.

Please confirm receipt of this message to indicate I am addressing you correctly. Thanks

Rusty Schweickert

&
Message 2:
From @STAR.STANFORD.EDU:320JENNY@ECD1.SPAN Thu Feb 19 02:33:04 1987
Received: from STAR.STANFORD.EDU by SCDSW1.UCAR.EDU (2.0/4.7) id AA23957; Thu, 19 Feb 87 02:
Date: Thu, 19 Feb 87 02:32:39 mst
Received: from ECD1 by STAR.STANFORD.EDU via MAIL-11 with DECnet; Thu,
19 Feb 87 01:31:02-PST
From: 320JENNY%ECD1.SPAN@STAR.STANFORD.EDU
Subject: RE: [DECNET message]
To: rusty@SCDSW1.UCAR.EDU
Status: R

Hello Rusty,

I just did a reply and it worked - or did it?

The address for Klaus looks ok to me, but you can confirm it be send
ing mail to me with username KA instead of ESC1002. I will reply when I get
it.

Jenny

**** SECOND SESSION.... 17:56:33 2/19/1987 ****

&
Message 1:
From rusty Thu Feb 19 07:09:02 1987
Received: by SCDSW1.UCAR.EDU (2.0/4.7) id AA24188; Thu, 19 Feb 87 07:08:34 mst
Date: Thu, 19 Feb 87 07:08:34 mst
From: Rusty Schweickert <rusty>
To: 320jenny%ecdl.span@star.stanford.edu
Subject: Rejected message to K. Blank
Cc: rusty
Status: R

Jenny: 8:56:41 2/19/1987

Huzzah! Huzzah! It seems to work... to you, that is.

Your message came through perfectly. However, I decided to send Klaus a
brief hello last night and it was rejected... as enclosed below.

================================>
From MAILER-DAEMON Wed Feb 18 21:25:10 1987
Received: by SCDSW1.UCAR.EDU (2.0/4.7) id AA23681; Wed, 18 Feb 87 21:24:31 mst Date: Wed,
From: Mail Delivery Subsystem <MAILER-DAEMON>
Subject: Returned mail: User unknown
To: rusty
Status: R

------ Transcript of session follows ------
>>> RCPT To:<esc1002%ddaesa10@star.stanford.edu>
<< <550 Unable to resolve address because: Unknown host named
550 esc1002%ddaesa10@star.stanford.edu... User unknown
<<<<

It looks as if I need a better address for Klaus. Do you have one? Also,
what address did you use to get to me? rusty@SCDSW1.UCAR.EDU ?? I'd like
to know so that I get to understand the addressing/routing system better.

Thanks for your help... perhaps you can talk Klaus into messaging me so
that I can see the return path to him myself. Thanks.

Rusty Schweickart

& d
Message 2:
From choy@scdpyr Thu Feb 19 09:46:50 1987
Received: from scdpyr.UCAR.EDU by SCDSW1.UCAR.EDU (2.0/4.7) id AA24465; Thu, 19 Feb 87 09:46
Date: Thu, 19 Feb 87 09:47:24 mst
From: choy@scdpyr (Joe Choy)
Message-Id: <8702191647.AA08408@scdpyr.UCAR.EDU>
Received: by scdpyr.UCAR.EDU (4.12/4.7)
    id AA08408; Thu, 19 Feb 87 09:47:24 mst
To: rusty@scdswl
Subject: Dataflow Stops
Status: R

When listing a message the data flow stops after about a screen full
to list another screen full just hit the space bar - the prompt that
there is more is that it says more at the bottom of the screen.

Hope that answers your question. Good Luck with hearing from
Europe.

- Joe Choy
& d
&

Message 3:
From @STAR.STANFORD.EDU:320JENNY@ECD1.SPAN Thu Feb 19 10:32:45 1987
Received: from STAR.STANFORD.EDU by SCDSW1.UCAR.EDU (2.0/4.7) id AA24623; Thu, 19 Feb 87 10:32:45
Date: Thu, 19 Feb 87 10:32:20 mst
Received: from ECD1 by STAR.STANFORD.EDU via MAIL-11 with DECnet; Thu, 19 Feb 87 09:24:35-PST
From: 320JENNY@ECD1.SPAN@STAR.STANFORD.EDU
Subject: RE: [DECNET message]
To: rusty@SCDSW1.UCAR.EDU
Status: R

Hello Rusty,

   I will send a copy of a note sent from DDAESA10 to me on ECD1. It
contains the address of the sender, but please dont ask me who to work
it out! This might help you. Try it to KA at DDAESA10 and I will reply
if I get it. One thing to note is that the router is not STAR. I think
this gave us problems too.

Regards,

Jenny

&

Message 4:
From @STAR.STANFORD.EDU:320JENNY@ECD1.SPAN Thu Feb 19 10:33:03 1987
Received: from STAR.STANFORD.EDU by SCDSW1.UCAR.EDU (2.0/4.7) id AA24627; Thu, 19 Feb 87 10:33:03
Date: Thu, 19 Feb 87 10:32:20 mst
Received: from ECD1 by STAR.STANFORD.EDU via MAIL-11 with DECnet; Thu, 19 Feb 87 09:25:38-PST
From: 320JENNY@ECD1.SPAN@STAR.STANFORD.EDU
Subject: demo
To: rusty@scdswl.ucar.edu
Status: R

From: JPLLSI:"a6%daesa10.BITnet@Hamlet.Caltech.Edu" 30-JAN-1987 09:05
To: ECD1$SPAN::320JENNY
Subj:

Received: from Hamlet.Caltech.Edu by Jpl-VLSI.ARPA with INTERNET ;
This is a test message from Hermann

&
Subject: Another Try

Jenny: 9:13:03 2/20/1987

How is this? If this got through what do I modify in the address to get to Klaus Blank? And also, exactly what is the address you use to get to me from there?

If you can talk Klaus into sending me a message himself... the whole issue will be solved since I will then have a return address.

Again, thanks for your help.

Rusty Schweickart

Cc: rusty

You have new mail.

Rusty... Connecting to .local...

You have new mail.
Cc: rusty
ka%daesa10.BITnet@Hamlet.Caltech.Edu... Connecting to hamlet.caltech.edu.tcp...

220-Bugs/gripes to <Postmaster@Hamlet.Caltech.Edu>
220 Welcome to Caltech, Pasadena, California.

>>> HELO SCDSW1.UCAR.EDU
250 Hamlet.Caltech.Edu ; Hello SCDSW1.UCAR.EDU, pleased to meet you.

>>> MAIL From:<rusty@SCDSW1.UCAR.EDU>
250 <rusty@SCDSW1.UCAR.EDU>... Sender ok

>>> RCPT To:<ka%ddaesa10.BITnet@Hamlet.Caltech.Edu>
250 <ka%ddaesa10.BITnet@Hamlet.Caltech.Edu>... ok - delivered as <ka@ddaesa10.BITnet>

>>> DATA
354 Start mail input; end with <CRLF>,<CRLF>

>>> .
250 OK

>>> QUIT
221 Hamlet.Caltech.Edu SMTP service complete. Have a good day.

ka%ddaesa10.BITnet@Hamlet.Caltech.Edu... Sent
rusty... Connecting to .local...
rusty... Sent
You have new mail.

scdsw1% }

Esc for ATtention, Home to SWitch  || Capture to B:NCAR.  || On: 00:05:43
Mail
Mail version 2.18 5/19/83. Type ? for help.
"/usr/spool/mail/rusty": 2 messages 2 new
> N 1 rusty Fri Feb 20 07:20 22/622
N 2 Mailer@Hamlet.Caltech.Edu Fri Feb 20 07:28 44/1563 "Undeliverable Mail"
&
Message 1:
From rusty Fri Feb 20 07:20:12 1987
Received: by SCDSW1.UCAR.EDU (2.0/4.7) id AA27377; Fri, 20 Feb 87 07:19:34 mst
Date: Fri, 20 Feb 87 07:19:34 mst
From: Rusty Schweickert <rusty>
To: ka%ddaesa10.BITnet@Hamlet.Caltech.Edu
Cc: rusty
Status: R

Another Try

Jenny: 9:13:03 2/20/1987

How is this? If this got through what do I modify in the address to get to
Klaus Blank? And also, exactly what is the address you use to get to me
from there?

If you can talk Klaus into sending me a message himself... the whole issue
will be solved since I will then have a return address.

Again, thanks for your help.

Rusty Schweickert

&D
Unknown command: "D"
&D
&
At EOF
& cat /usr/spool/mail/rusty
From Mailer@Hamlet.Caltech.Edu Fri Feb 20 07:28:05 1987
Received: from Hamlet.Caltech.Edu by SCDSW1.UCAR.EDU (2.0/4.7) id AA27389; Fri, 20 Feb 87 07:28:05 PST
Date: Fri, 20 Feb 87 06:28:04 PST
From: Mailer@Hamlet.Caltech.Edu
Subject: Undeliverable Mail
To: rusty@SCDSW1.UCAR.EDU
Comment: reason for return --
Comment: Unauthorized gateway operation; Did you spell the address correctly?
Comment:
Comment: Due to the limited capacity of the Caltech gateways, they are only
Comment: available for Caltech or JPL use. Contact
Comment: POSTMASTER@HAMLET.CALTECH.EDU for more information.
Comment:
Comment: the affected addresses follow ...
Comment: <ka%ddaesa10.BITnet>
Status: O

Start of returned message

Received: from SCDSW1.UCAR.EDU by Hamlet.Caltech.Edu with INTERNET ;
Fri, 20 Feb 87 06:20:52 PST
Received: by SCDSW1.UCAR.EDU (2.0/4.7) id AA27377; Fri, 20 Feb 87 07:19:34 mst
Date: Fri, 20 Feb 87 07:19:34 mst
From: Rusty Schweickert <rusty@SCDSW1.UCAR.EDU>
Message-Id: <8702201419.AA27377@SCD$W1.UCAR.EDU>
To: ka%ddaesaal0.BITnet@Hamlet.Caltech.Edu
Cc: rusty@SCDSW1.UCAR.EDU

Another Try

Jenny: 9:13:03 2/20/1987

How is this? If this got through what do I modify in the address to get to Klaus Blank? And also, exactly what is the address you use to get to me from there?

If you can talk Klaus into sending me a message himself... the whole issue will be solved since I will then have a return address.

Again, thanks for your help.

Rusty Schweickart

End of returned message

scdsw1%